Installation Guideline

1

A solid foundation is essential. Begin by excavating a trench
approximately 24 inches along the length of the entire wall.
Compact soil sub grade with a plate compactor. For walls taller
than pre-engineered drawings please consult a qualified engineer
for design information.

2

Once the desired compaction of the sub grade is complete, begin
filling excavated area with base rock material in 2” to 4” lifts,
compacting to specified density. Continue fill until base thickness is
complete. (Usually a minimum of 6” compacted aggregate)

3

Install the first layer of blocks. Place base units the entire length
of the wall facing outward. Position the blocks side by side, in full
contact with the base and level in both directions. Be sure and
properly level each and every unit from front to back and side to
side. Once the base level is properly installed, back fill the units
with a clean free-draining aggregate a minimum of 12” in bed depth
(typically 1” clean limestone).

4

Adding additional layers. Continue stacking walls units by positioning
blocks in a staggered relationship to the row beneath in a running
bond like pattern. The units can be stacked vertical or offset
(typically 1”) to create a batter to the wall.

5

Drainage and backfill. Place a drain tile behind the wall to allow for
drainage. Outlet the drain tile through the face of the wall every 75’
and at the ends.

6

Finish the installation. Once the desired height is achieved fill the
remaining 6” of backfill with soil for plant or grass growth.
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Sustainable • Efficient • Unique

THE BENEFITS
Ease of Install:
With fewer pieces, pinless design,
and controlled heights and depths,
The Regency Wall System reduces
construction time and labor costs.
Plus, the material used in The
Regency Wall System reduces
physical labor demands.

One of the most complementary and
choice for stone walls and outdoor living spaces.
Uniquely sized blocks make it easy to install in
random patterns for a perfect finished look. The
versatility of The Regency Wall System allows you
to coordinate retaining and free-standing walls to
create the perfect solution to any residential or
commercial project.

COMPONENTS
Wall Unit

Base Unit

Wall Cap Unit

We have made every attempt to display
realistic photos, however colors may vary due
to the printing process. Final color selection
should be made from actual product samples.

10.5” x 12” x 24” - 48” Lengths
Split Face Front and Back Face
Sawn Top and Bottom Heights
One (1) Tapered End for Radius Wall Applications
One (1) End Split Square for 90 Degree Corner Unit
10.5” x 18” x 24” - 48” Lengths
Split Face Front and Back Face
Sawn Top and Bottom Heights
One (1) Tapered End for Radius Wall Applications
One (1) End Split Square for 90 Degree Corner Unit
36” x 14” x 5”
Split Face Front and Back Face
Sawn Top and Bottom Heights

Step Unit
See sales support
for multiple step options
Column Unit

Column Cap 28” x 28” x 5”
Split Face Sides and Sawn Top
Also available Rockface (shown)
Column Base Unit 24” x 24” x 12”
Split Faced Four Sides
Sawn Top and Bottom

Versatility:
Uniquely sized in 10.5” x 12” random
length blocks, creating the timeless
beauty of a natural stone wall is easy
to construct. The single or double sided
blocks are sawn top and bottom and
come in a color choice of our popular
EW Gold, Gabouri or Pewter.

EW Gold

Gabouri

Pewter Mist

Sustainability:
Natural stone itself is a sustainable
product. The genuine natural stone
retaining wall system of The Regency
Wall System is stronger and more
durable than many man-made products.
Ongoing environmental demands will
not degrade the surface or wash out
the color. The Regency Wall System
is an eco-friendly way of developing
your commercial site or beautifying
your landscape with low impact to the
environment.
Strong and Durable:
The Regency Wall System, with very
similar construction practices as a
segmental retaining wall system, is
tough, long-lasting, and eco friendly.
By utilizing a friction connection or
a positive connection with geo-grid,
practically any construction demand
can be met.

